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Abstract
Society’s expectation is that once a student graduates from high school, they will do one of two
things; enter the workforce or continue their education. The flaw within this expectation is that
rarely do high school students experience what their futures may look like depending on their
career path. The focus of this curriculum is to provide knowledge and experiences that can help
students reach society’s expectation. The population of focus is middle to high school students,
preferably juniors and seniors. Research was collected and a literature review was prepared to
support the demand of the curriculum in education and discover what methods would present the
best results. Through the research, evidence supported the practice of a career exploration
curriculum in high school as a means of preparing students for their futures and meeting
society’s expectations. Components within these curriculums included: career technical courses,
job shadowing, and financial simulations. After evaluating the research a curriculum was
developed to accomplish the objective at hand.
Keywords: Career exploration, education, students, curriculum, career technical courses,
job shadowing, financial simulations
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CAESARS: Career, Academics, Exploration, Shadowing, Application, and Reality Store
“I don’t know what I want to do.” “I haven’t really thought about it.” “I have time to
figure it out, right?” These questions and ones like them have been heard by school and career
counselors all over the nation. The intent of this curriculum and literature review is to, not only
attempt to answer these questions, but to foster an environment that allows students to
experiment with their futures, discover the limitations of their career choice, and understand
budgeting applications. Why is incorporating a career/college exploration curriculum useful for
high school students? This is the overarching question being answered by the following two
sections; Why It’s Meaningful and What Methods Work. Within these sections are levels of
support: Educational Motivation, Indecisiveness, Diversity and Cultural
Understanding,“Adulting”, Career Technical Courses, Job Shadowing, and Financial Literacy
Simulations. These seven components were considered during the creation of the curriculum and
resulted in significant evidence for using the CAESARS (Career, Academics, Exploration,
Shadowing, Application, and Reality Store) curriculum in high schools.
Literature Review
Why It’s Meaningful
Why incorporate a career and college exploration curriculum? What opportunities does it
create? What does it expose students to? How does it relate to the success of students and foster
an environment relevant to the world outside of high school? These are the general questions this
literature review intends to answer. This section is designed to provide supporting evidence for a
curriculum around future experimentation. The four focus areas are educational motivation,
indecisiveness, diversity and cultural understanding and “adulting”. Several articles were
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reviewed and contributed to the relevance of CAESARS. In order for this curriculum to be
successful, students need to find motivation and purpose behind their education.
Educational Motivation. In the approaching generation, psychologists have seen an
uproar in anxiety levels around what is often referred to as purpose anxiety. Purpose Anxiety is
commonly defined as the experience of negative emotions in direct relation to the search of
purpose (Rainey, 2014, pg. 45). Research has found that the minority of students see the
importance of education in their futures and the majority didn’t understand the requirements of
their aspired careers (Mupinga et. al, 2019). This gap in comprehension has resulted in a silent
epidemic. A study conducted by Perry and Wallace (2012), argued that schools have become
“dropout factories” instead of an environment that produces students ready for adult life. The
reason the extent of high school dropouts is considered an epidemic could easily be explained by
the three hundred and thirty seven billion dollars lost in lifetime earnings (Perry & Wallace,
2012). It becomes a weighted duty on educators' shoulders, to prepare students for their futures,
but also to create an environment that fosters exploration of college and careers.
Educators have struggled to construct materials that increase high school students' value
in their education (Varcoe et al., 2005). Strong evidence supports the connection between
academics and real-world outcomes, for example, participating in career exploration activities
increased student self-efficacy that then resulted in higher levels of motivation in course
completion (Gaylor et al., 2016). Varcoe et al. (2005) studied the implications of having students
participate in a financial literacy event on students' motivation to fulfill their education
requirements. Results indicated that adolescents demanded more material and education be
directed towards lifestyle-relevant and engaging applications. It’s important to understand the
responsibility of educators to maintain and complete curriculum requirements each year, and
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how creating time for career and college exploration may pull valuable time away from core
courses. Bozick and Dalton (2013) contended that argument with evidence that “occupational
courses did not impede math achievement- a finding that should assuage the concerns- that the
expansion of CTE (Career and Technical Education) will undermine core academic areas” (pg.
136). Instead these courses, or events, elevated students’ participation in core courses and
fulfilled many of the core curriculum requirements, even if it was in an unconventional manner
(Bozick & Dalton, 2013). Participating in career exploration tasks increased a high number of
students’ self-efficacy levels, provided dual purpose of allowing students autonomy and
encouragement to participate in repetitive classwork, that is often perceived as pointless (Gaylor
et al., 2016). This surge in career and college exploration supplies students with a foundation to
counteract the common symptoms of purpose anxiety and helps them advocate for their futures.
Indecisiveness. A common factor contributing to purpose anxiety and lack of motivation
in high school students is indecisiveness (Rainey, 2014). “It’s hard because you either don’t
know what you want to do or there’s too many things you would want to do and it’s hard to
pick”, this quote from a student participant, in Gaylor et al. 's study (2016, pg. 13), sums up the
pressures these students often place on themselves. To help elevate anxieties around future plans
and “adulting”, schools have expanded their course options and have introduced different
exploration opportunities. For example, school career counselors (SCC) have applied career
education programs to encourage students to investigate career choices, address barriers, and
determine educational needs (Shizha et al., 2020). These programs provided students with
relevant applications and have resulted in positive appraisals of their pathways (Gore et al.,
2003). Grasping the importance of these career and college programs is the first step, but then it
becomes crucial that these programs are seen consistently across all populations, minority
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students and schools. Rowan-Keyon et al. (2011) observed fifteen high schools, each were
ranked by student achievement and socioeconomic status. Three schools from each state
represented a high, middle, and low resource school. Formal career development programs
varied amongst the selected schools, as well as the nature of these initiatives. Due to the
flexibility of these programs, students' aspirations and plans for their future occupations were
affected (Rowan-Keyon et al., 2011). The issue with this is that the same study found that
students stated their occupational goals were significantly influenced by their participation in
career and college initiatives (Rowan-Keyon et al., 2011). This pulls us back to the influence of
these programs and their effects on learning experiences, self-efficacy, future expectations and
general life goals.
Hirschi & Koen (2021) researched the connection between the lack of career exposure
and job satisfaction. They found that career-based constructs were crucial for participants
understanding a school-to-work transition. Those who had limited experiences surveying their
occupational options found they were dissatisfied with their current line of work and lives in
general (Hirschi & Koen, 2021). They expressed low levels of understanding the entirety of what
different careers may or may not offer them, for example, a participant noted his choice in a
career was influenced by his father’s occupation. After entering the profession he became aware
of the lack of benefits, promotion availability, paid time off, etc. and by the time of realization,
he already felt stuck in his career (Hirschi & Koen, 2021). It’s one thing to educate students on
school-to-work transitions, but it becomes a whole different beast when the system is reporting
marginalized differences between minority and non minority students on career choices.
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Diversity and Cultural Understanding. In a study conducted by Shizha et al., (2020)
evidence supported that African-American students were often discouraged from taking
university preparation courses and were pushed to pursue careers and classes in the trades
industry. It’s unethical to assume education and career preparation isn’t at the forefront of Black
student's future plans. As a school counselor, it becomes their job to remove their possible
privilege and systematic basis in order to properly and fairly encourage African-American
students in their vocational and academic aspirations. Due to the apparent discrimination in the
education system, Black students are more concerned with the relationships they establish
between the school counselor and teachers, instead of taking classes that provide training and
experiences that would produce more productive citizens (Shizha et al., 2020). Shizha et al.
(2020) found that mentorship programs and community exposure has provided viable support for
African-American students in their academic and career aspirations.
Research by Fielden and Jepson (2016) observed the impact of sexual orientation,
specifically lesbian workers, on their career choices and experiences. They found that members
of the lesbian community often pursue careers in the public sector, that provide a positive social
justice environment and allows them opportunities to comfortably disclose their sexual identity.
In education, heteronormativity is a standard many teachers and counselors unconsciously
include in their interpretations of students, resulting in encouraging homosexual students to limit
their number of interested professions (Fielden & Jepson, 2016). These two articles expose the
lack of understanding and ethical practice in the educational system around underrepresented
populations within academic and career guidance. This curriculum will allow students of all
ethnic, racial, and sexual orientations to experience career paths they may have been discouraged
from in the past. The student is given more responsibility and freedom in their lecture, job
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shadowing, and lifestyle choices. It’s important as educators to create a consistent and relevant
curriculum for students to explore their options and fully understand what their future aspirations
will require of them and offer them long term. Simply put, it’s the education system’s job to
prepare students for their adult lives.
“Adulting”. Students with limited exposure to adulthood expectations are thrown to the
wolves when they leave high school, asked to apply for grants, financial aid support, loans, find
an apartment, budget groceries, etc. and have never been guided properly, unless parents or
guardians took it upon themselves. According to the Minnesota State Department of Education,
“Minnesota’s economic and societal success depends on increasing the educational level and
career ready competencies of our state’s population. Stakeholders must provide academic,
emotional, and social support and services for all students to successfully navigate transitions
along their entire educational pathway” (Minnesota State Department of Education, 2021). The
key words in these principles are competencies and the entire educational pathway. As educators
our job is to educate. That goes beyond mathematics, creative writing and cell division.
Preparing students for their lives ahead is the intent behind education in the first place. Why do
we have core requirements to graduate, why do colleges require general elective credits, it’s to
better equip young adults for their futures. How can we expect them to succeed at something
they’ve never been taught or exposed to. According to Mupinga et al. (2019) the lack of financial
understanding has been prevalent in several studies and their results found the same. Students
receive limited exposure to adult responsibilities, expectations, budgeting and financial literacy.
Simulation activities provide an effective way of delivering real-world expectations to a large
group, while engaging them and incorporating realistic activities (Mupinga et al., 2019).
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What Methods Work?
It’s important to consider what methods will meet education requirements, American
School Counseling Association ethical standards, and the needs of students. There are several
avenues a school can take to accomplish these requirements. For example, they can supply
students with alternative career and college courses, connect with their community to offer job
shadowing opportunities, and create simulations to teach students life skills. Though these are
not the only options for schools, from the literature collected on career and college exploration,
these three methods have proven to provide significant evidence in support for student success.
Career Technical Courses. There has been a large amount of research conducted on the
subject of implementing career and college credit courses. Getting adequately exposed to these
course options is often seen as a great way to establish college or trade level academics in high
school. Providing high school students with opportunities to explore what their futures may or
could look like will only increase students’ likelihood to seek, enroll, and be successful in
postsecondary education (Shizha et al., 2020). There have been many ways to approach offering
these classes to high school students while making sure they meet graduation requirements and
develop well-rounded skills. For example, career academic classes refers to providing a model of
education that supplies students with a combination of classes designed around a specific career
area, most often seen in relation to occupations in the trade industry (Perry & Wallace, 2012).
Other, more broad and accommodating programs have connected with community or technical
colleges, commonly referred to as PSEO or post secondary education options. This method
allows for students to combine their last two years of high school with their first two years of
college, simply it allows them a great financial option and helps them tackle a technical degree
(Perry & Wallace, 2012). Similar to PSEO, college in schools (CIS), offers college level classes
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within the high school itself, though there can be restrictions to this approach, because it requires
high school teachers to obtain the mandatory level of education needed in order to meet college
credit standards. If faculty are able to acquire the proper training, CIS is an extremely convenient
and inclusive method to offer students in terms of expansive opportunities (Perry & Wallace,
2012).
Implementing college and career curriculum not only helps students financially as they
pursue their unique paths, but it also provides a means to engage students in self-exploration and
exposure to relevant environments. Those who explore their career and college options more
actively are more likely to feel a sense of job satisfaction later in their career (Hirschi & Koen,
2021). It’s important to remember offering expansive courses is not the only, or even the best,
way to meet the needs of students in the career and college exploration department. Job
shadowing has shown promise as a method to engage students and provide hands-on experiences
(Mulkerrin et al., 2018).
Job Shadowing. The central view of job shadowing is to increase awareness for schoolto-work transitions. The programs were designed as a means for high school students to prepare
for college, and employers to gain internal advancement and recruit possible employees (Mader
et al., 2016). Some job shadowing opportunities are directed towards specific careers, while
others are organized in order to expose students to a wide variety of occupations. The goal of the
developing curriculum is to offer career specific job shadowing opportunities simply based on
each individual student’s future aspirations. This would prove as an effective means for school
counselors to meet their American School Counseling Association (ASCA) ethical standards
regarding career exploration, while also providing students a chance to explore their futures
firsthand (ACA Governing Council, 2014). At the forefront of these job shadowing initiatives is
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the medical field, who appear to offer three times as many job shadowing opportunities. The
world of medicine has utilized job shadowing as a recruitment tool, this viewpoint could be
crucial to the encouragement of other businesses and careers to get involved in the same way
(Mader et al., 2016).
Not only does job shadowing reach school counseling requirements and create
opportunities for business, the goal of these programs is to offer high school students more
opportunities to feel in control of their futures and school-to-work transitions. Experiential
learning initiatives have taken many forms, but job shadowing rated the highest in usefulness
amongst high school students (Mader et al., 2016). These programs offer group work, peer
feedback, and hands-on connections with real-life applications. Those who participated found an
increased understanding of and interest in the area they shadowed (Gaylor et al., 2016).
Generally, engaging students in self-exploration and exploration of careers is supported by
significant results associated with job satisfaction and congruence (Hirschi & Koen, 2021). Due
to its level of success in increasing awareness and understanding for students around career and
college exploration, job shadowing has been incorporated as a technique in the developed
curriculum. Another component of the curriculum under review is a financial literacy simulation
commonly referred to as Reality Store. The combination of these programs and other
assessments is meant to provide high school students with options.
Financial Literacy Simulations. Simulations have been known to improve learning in
academic environments because they foster opportunities that encourage experimentation,
failure, redemption, and are essential to career and college exploration (Mupinga et al., 2019).
More specifically, financial literacy simulations, like Reality Store, allow content to be realistic
and relevant to high school students and offer core courses the potential to connect material to
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real life applications (Varcoe et. al., 2005). This component of the curriculum provides a chance
for school counselors to connect with faculty and engage them in professional development
around relevant career issues their students can and will face (Rowan-Keyon et al., 2011).
Varcoe et al. (2005) studied the impact of a similar program to Reality Store, called Money
Talks. They found that teaching financial literacy through a simulation seemed to improve high
school students' understanding of real-life situations and financial expectations. These programs
are about preparation. Preparing them for budgeting monthly expenses, understanding the
importance of savings, being ready for the unexpected (accident, speeding ticket, etc.) and how
their career paths will shape their lifestyles, instead of the other way around (Varcoe et al.,
2005). The Reality Store simulation intended in this curriculum came from a deceased
organization, but Mupinga et al. (2019), explains the program in almost identical terms.
The central goal around Reality Store is to help students comprehend how their choices
regarding career, investments, insurance, expenses, and such, will affect their futures (Mupinga
et al., 2019). There are three general stages to this type of simulation: preparation, simulation,
and evaluation. During the preparation stage students complete an assessment that asks them to
research and explore occupations and their salaries. The facilitator picks an occupation from their
supplied choices and then assigns them occupational and life information (taxes, insurance,
number of children, marital status, etc.). The second unit is the event itself, where facilitators
acquire staff and community volunteers to work booths pertaining to life circumstances (housing,
transportation, groceries, etc.). Each student is required to complete materials given to them by
attending each booth. Through the process students will budget and develop an understanding of
what their career salary offers them in terms of a lifestyle (Mupinga et al., 2019). The final stage,
evaluation and discussion, allows for core courses to request real-life application assignments
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and an opportunity to alter and shape future simulations. This section is crucial to the
development and buy-in of faculty, as it helps them understand the importance of life
applications in relation to high school students’ success. That is the intent behind the curriculum
under review; creating opportunities for students to succeed in life outside of high school.
Why is incorporating a career/college exploration curriculum useful for high school
students? As school and career counselors, it is our ethical responsibility to offer opportunities
for students to explore their futures without fear of failure. CAESARS helps combat these fears,
their purpose anxiety and allows for them to ask questions. In order for students to be successful,
they have to ask questions. The development of this curriculum has students at the centerpoint.
The goal is to help them explore and make decisions about their future with experiences and
evidence behind them.
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Curriculum Description
The purpose of this semester-long Career Exploration Curriculum is to offer some real
hands-on experiences for high school students. It supplies a unique setting for students to live out
their possible futures. Each student will be screened for compatibility to different careers and
interests, then they will meet with their top three professionals (volunteers from the community).
The following day they will be that professional, by getting some shadowing experience. After
participating in a day at their aspired career, they will live out a simulation of a month in their
chosen future, called Reality Store. Two weeks later there will be an application project where
they present in partners or groups to business and career focused middle school classrooms.
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ASCA Standards & Ethics
As a member of the American School Counseling Association, school counselors are
ethically bound to be concerned with students’ academic, career, and social/emotional needs and
encourage each student’s maximum development (Section A.1- Subsection E) and advocate for
students’ college and career awareness. This form of exploration and postsecondary planning and
decision making, supports the students’ right to choose from the wide array of options when
students complete secondary education (Section A.4- Subsection B). School counselors will
collaborate with administration, teachers, staff and decision makers to create a culture of
postsecondary readiness that identifies gaps in college and career access and the implications of
such data for addressing both intentional and unintentional biases related to college and career
counseling (Section A.4- Subsections A & C).
The intent of this curriculum is to achieve Section B.2- Subsection A, which is to design
and deliver comprehensive school counseling programs that are integral to the school’s academic
mission; driven by student data; based on standards for academic, career and social/emotional
development; and promote and enhance the learning process for all students. CAESARs also
attempts to work toward a school climate that embraces diversity and promotes academic, career
and social/emotional development for all students (Section B.3 -Subsection K).
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Curriculum General Information

•

Pre- screening- would take place during a class period agreed upon by the staff.

•
•

Pre Screening Assessment (see Appendix C)

Community Day- Each volunteer would get a classroom to present in and answer
questions.

•
•

Volunteer Outreach Form Example (see Appendix C)

Be a “_____” for a Day- Job shadowing locations

•

Job Shadowing Programs Outreach Form (see Appendix C)

•

Reality Store- High school gym or Commons

•

Application project- Middle School Classrooms

•
•

Rubric Example (see Appendix C)

Post Curriculum Assessment- Study Hall or Independently by Students

•

Post Curriculum Assessment Form (see Appendix C)

Audience- High school students (subjective to the size of the school).
Resources- Community members and School Faculty
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Pre- Screening Assessment
-

Each student will be asked to complete a Google Form Pre-Screening (see
Appendix C)

-

Choose their top three occupations

-

What career(s) they see themselves pursuing

-

Complete a small personality and interest assessment (MCIS Resource)
-

Reference Lesson One (see Appendix B)

Students will be asked questions about their experiences exploring their futures, if they
feel the school has met their needs in career exploration and if they want more opportunities to
develop a better understanding of what options are out there, during this assessment, as well.
The results will be calculated, and every student will attend three lectures by
professionals that match their results. Following the Community Day, they will submit their top
three choices for shadowing and be placed by availability. They will then submit their desired
career for the Reality Store.
This assessment is to reach the ASCA Section A.13 Subsection i Standard. School
Counselors should conduct school counseling program assessments to determine the
effectiveness of activities supporting students’ academic, career and social/emotional
development through accountability measures, especially examining efforts to close information,
opportunity and attainment gaps.
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Community Day
Based on the Pre-Career Assessment results each student will be assigned three different
occupations similar to their interests recorded. After the presentations, students will turn in their
top three careers (does not have to be from the three they observed). They will get one placement
based on availability of programs that allow job shadowing.
Topics Encouraged- (see Appendix C)

•

Education needed

•

How long it took to get there

•

Best/Worst part of the job

•

Hours per week

•

General Salary
Community members/ businesses will be given a high school classroom to present in and

answer students' questions (Can look similar to a Career Fair, based on limited room, time and
resource availability).
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“Adulting” Day
“Adulting” Day is designed to offer students a hand-on experience of their possible
career. They will get half the day to job shadow at the assigned location, and then report back to
school to find a partner/group for the application project component of the curriculum (see
Appendix C). They will also submit the career choice for the Reality Store event and complete
the Reality Store Google Form (see Appendix A).
The intent of this section of the curriculum is to increase awareness of the occupation
students are interested in pursuing after high school. By applying hands-on application of the
aspired career, students understand what their future in the career may look like and have an
opportunity to ask more detailed questions.
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Reality Store
This assessment (see Appendix A) is designed to create a simpler way of collecting
information for the Reality Store. It puts all of the individualized materials for each student into a
spreadsheet that can be easily Mail Merged into the student's corresponding Student Records.
Reality Store is a simulation of real life. The purpose is to allow students an experience
that portrays having a career, paying bills, having a family, paying insurance, health and medical
expenses, etc. Not only do they get to explore their ideal careers, but they can also see how it
may play out in the future.

Each Booth is dedicated to a specific category-

• Insurance
• Life Purchases (car, house, etc).
• Family (married/divorced, kids and how many, and pets)
• Entertainment (movies, concerts, sporting events)
• Toys (four-wheelers, snowmobiles, etc).
• Unexpected Expenses (accident, cancer, etc. )
• Taxes and Paychecks
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• Credit Cards and Investments

All booth materials will be discussed with volunteers prior to the event, for example,
Price Request Forms (see Appendix A) regarding current mortgage rates will be discussed and
acquired prior to the Reality Store. Materials needed at the booths are included in (see Appendix
A).
Each student will have to stop at each booth in order to receive credit for the event.

-

They’ll have to go to the bank to open checking and savings accounts in order to make
purchases.

-

They’ll have to budget entertainment and toys with things like groceries and medical bills.

-

They’ll have “Fate Cards” that may influence them if they get in a car accident, win the
lottery, etc.

•

All requirements are explained and given to students in advance. When students arrive at
the Reality Store they are given their Student Record packet (see Appendix A), that
explains each booth and what is required while attending. These are collected during
Check Out of the Reality Store.
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Application Project
A week after the events discussed, students will present their occupation to classrooms of
middle-schoolers (see Appendix C).

-

They will answer questions about their careers.

-

Present on what it was like job shadowing

-

Discuss the Pros and Cons to Reality Store

-

Express any further information they see relevant to their audience.

Post Curriculum Assessment
The Google Form created for the Post Assessment is centered around whether or not the
curriculum appeared to meet the student’s needs around Career Exploration, and how they
interpreted each component.
Do you feel the curriculum met your Career Exploration Needs?
What did you enjoy/not enjoy?
What would you change/remove/ etc.?
If yes/no, why?
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Expansion Pack
The expanded version of the curriculum would include a mock interview session and
contains specific academic applications teachers could use in their classrooms. The curriculum is
originally designed to be completed in one semester. When using the extended materials it is
advised to stretch the curriculum throughout the full year, this allows for more preparation time
between events and allows students to attend their regular class schedule more consistently.
Mock Interviews. Following “Adulting” Day students will attend a mock interview
session as if they were interviewing for their prospective career from the Reality Store PreAssessment Google Form.
Students will be given interview tips and preparation information, as well as the criteria
needed in an interview. Working alongside the business, or related teacher, the criteria (ex.
resume, cover letter, transcripts) will be completed in a classroom setting, prior to interviews
(see Appendix C).
A panel of teachers/administration, voted on by the involved students, will interview the
students for their future careers, asking relevant questions and grading them on preparation and
attention to detail. These grades can contribute to a course grade or can dictate whether or not the
student was hired for the position and would have it listed as their career for the Reality Store. If
the student did not pass the interview, they would have the option to reapply, after consultation
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with the school counselor, or apply for another one of their chosen careers listed in the PreAssessment Google Form for the Reality Store.
Academic Application. Consulting with Core Credit teachers and administration,
academic applications will be discussed and assigned to give weight to participation in events
and presentations (see Appendix C).
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Appendix A
Reality Store Materials
Figure One: Reality Store Pre-Assessment
Student Last Name: _______________________
Student First Name: ____________________________________
First Choice - Occupation: ___________________________________
First Choice - Occupation Salary (Monthly): ____________________________
First Choice - Years of Post High School Education: ___________________
Second Choice - Occupation: _____________________________________
Second Choice - Occupation Salary: __________________________________________
Second Choice - Years of Post High School Education: ______________________
Third Choice - Occupation: _________________________________
Third Choice - Occupation: ____________________________________
Third Choice - Years of Post High School Education: __________________________________
Do you hope to be married one day? (Circle One) Yes

No

How many children do you want? (By Age 28) None

1

I Don’t Care
2

3

I Don’t Care

Any Questions? _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________

*You can duplicate the response sheet from the Google Form and use it to Mail Merge the
information into the Life Status and Student Record Forms. *

Figure Two: Excel Student Assessment
Form of Responses from Google Form: Reality Store Pre- Assessment

Figure Three: Mail Merge From Pre-Assessment for Life Status Card and Student Record
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Figure Four: Paycheck Example

Teacher: «TEACHER»

Student: «STUDENTLASTNAME», «STUDENTFIRSTNAME»

DGF Reality Store

BREMER REALITY STORE BANK
99 FIRST AVENUE
ANYTOWN, USA

12-345
678

100 FIRST STREET
Anytown, USA

PAY
TO THE
ORDER
OF:

«StudentFirstName»
«StudentLastName»

GROSS PAY

«TOTALMONTHLYINCOME»

111 Main Street
Anytown, USA

DEDUCT TAXES WITHHELD

AMOUNT TO DEPOSIT IN CHECKING ACCOUNT

( <<TAXES>>
)
$

For tax purposes, this student is
Divorced with 1 girl.
The child(ren) live with other parent.
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Figure Five: Life Status Card for Students
<< Teacher >>

<< StudentLastName >>,
<< StudentFirstName >>
Life Status Card
Occupation ....................... << Occupation >>
Marital Status .................... << MartialStatus >>
Spouse’s Occupation ............ << SpouseOccupation >>
Number of Dependents .......... << Dependents >>, ages << Ages >>, lives with << Custody >>
My Monthly Salary ............... << MonthlySalary >>
Spouse’s Monthly Salary......... << SpouseSalary >>
Child Support Payment ......... << ChildSupportPymt >>
Child Support Collection .......... << ChildSupportRcd >>

Total Monthly Income ........... << TotalMonthlyIncome >>
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Years of Post H.S. Education ... << YearsofSchool >>

Student Loans (includes spouse) .... << StudentLoans >>

Credit Card Debt ...................... 0 per month

Figure Six: Student Record

<< School Name>> Reality Store
STUDENT RECORD

Name: ____________________________________________________
Teacher: ________________________________
Entered at: _________________ AM / PM

Exited at: _______________

PM

Welcome to <<School Name>>
Reality Store!

AM /
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Are you ready to test your money management skills?
Today you will be looking for a place to live, finding
transportation, buying groceries, paying monthly energy
bills and much more. Several volunteers are waiting to
sell you goods and services, answer your questions, and
take your checks! Remember to keep a running balance in
your checkbook to avoid being overdrawn before you have
all of your bills paid. Have fun and good luck!
Let’s get started. Visit the stations on this page in order.

Pick up your paycheck at the Employment Station.

Gross Pay

$ __________

(income before taxes, includes spouse’s income, if applicable)

Pay your federal, state & social security taxes at the Tax Station.

Amount Withheld

$ (_________)

If applicable, add or deduct child support (see your profile card).
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$ __________
Child Support Income

Child Support Garnishment

$ (_________)

Total Monthly Income

$ __________

Open a checking account & deposit your money at the Bremer Bank.

Amount Deposited into Checking Account

$ __________

(total monthly income minus taxes)

Find a place to live at the Bremer Bank Mortgage Department.

Circle selection in “Own” or “Rent”
Own:

A

B

C

Rent: A

B

C

D

$ __________
D

E

Purchase transportation at the Luther Family Ford.

monthly payment
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Circle selection in “New” or “Used”

[

] No
purchase

MY VEHICLE
You must purchase
New:

A B C D E F G H
bus tokens at the

Used:

A B C D E F G H
Government Station.

SPOUSE’S VEHICLE (if applicable)
$ __________
New:

A B C D E F G H
monthly payment

Used:

A B C D E F G H
$ __________
monthly payment

You may visit the remaining stations in any order.* You decide whether or not to purchase at stations marked
“optional.” however, a visit is required. The station attendant will stamp your paper to confirm your visit.Every
station must be visited before you will be allowed to exit. (Example - even if you do not have children, you must
visit the Daycare Station and get your student record stamped.)

Stamp

UTILITIES

(combine all payments and write one check to the cashier)
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Telephone (Required
purchase for You & Spouse)

$ ________

Cable Television

$ ________

Energy

$ ________

Total Amount Paid to Utilities Cashier

INSURANCE
Life

$ ________

(combine all payments and write one check to the cashier)

My Policy [ ] Term [ ] Whole

$ ________
Spouse’s Policy [ ] Term [ ] Whole

$ ________
Child Policy

$ ________
Total of All Life Ins. Policies

$ _________

Vision/Dental

[ ] Single [ ] Married [ ] Family

$ ________
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Medical

[ ] Single [ ] Family

$ ________

My Car $ ________

Auto

Spouse’s Car $ ________

$ ________
Home/Renter’s

Total Amount Paid to Insurance Cashier

RETAIL

$ ________

(combine all payments and write one check to the cashier)

Apparel

$ ________

Personal & Household Products

$ ________

Total Amount Paid to Retail Cashier

$ ________
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Stamp

Dues/Memberships

$ _______

Big Toys

$ ________

Hunting and Fishing

$ _______

Donations/Charity

$ ________

Daycare

$ ________

If your spouse or yourself make less money per month than daycare, you
can choose to deny your (your spouse’s) occupation and salary and make
them a stay at home parent. Must sign off with the Daycare booth and bank
that your expense amount changes.
$ ________

Babysitting – $25 per month

ADD IT UP!

$ ________

Running Balance [

]
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Checks Written Properly

Gasoline

[ ]

Two Car Families Pay for Both Cars!
$ ______

Groceries
$ ________

Investments
$ ________

Financial

Student Loan (required, if app. ) $ _____

Pay to Government

Savings Account

$ ________

Total Deposit to Bank

$ ________

Food

$ ________

Pets

Vet - If you roll a 6, pay $35 $ ________
Total Payment for Pet

Fate (two visits required)

$ ________

Card #1 … Paid $ ______ or Received
$ ______

N/A
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Card #2 … Paid $ ______ or Received
$ ______

OPTIONAL STATIONS
Students may choose to visit these stations…or fate may bring them!

N/A

S.O.S./Help!

Government
$ ________

OTHER ACTIVITIES

(to be completed by volunteer staff

only)

Time Ticket Issued

$_________

Time Ticket Paid

$_________

Police Officer (random)

Students have 30 minutes to pay any
tickets issued by the Police Officer.
Payments are made at the Government
Station. (Failure to pay on time may
result in additional fines.)

Paid

$ ________

Received

$ ________
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Nurse (random)
$ ________

Check-Out (required)

Exit Interview (random)

Your checkbook balance must be between $0 and
$200, you must have visited all stations, and you
must have your checkbook register balanced.
Please enter exit time on the front page.

Interviewer’s Signature:

REFUNDS
(to be completed by volunteer staff only)

Station Name

Description (i.e., car, home, apartment, groceries)

Amount
Refunded

Stamp
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PRE-APPROVED $1000 CREDIT CARD
10 10 10

10 10 10
You must pay at least 10% of the

10 10 10
10 10 10

10 10 10
credit card balance before exiting.

10 10 10
20 20 20
20 20 20
20 20 20

10 10 10
10 10 10

Total Amount Charged
on Credit Card
$ ________
Credit Card Payment
$ ________
Pre-Existing Debt Payment
$ ________

20 20 20
20 20 20
20 20 20
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(see Life Status Card)

TOTAL PAID
$ ________
Station Attendant’s Signature:

20 20 20 20 20

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Staple FATE CARD #1 Here

Figure Seven: Booth Price Sheet Example Format

GROCERIES

20 20 20 20 20

Staple FATE CARD #2 Here
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Monthly Payment
Generic Brands
Single Male

$165.00

Single Female

$140.00

Two People

$ 300.00

Married w/ One Child

$ 450.00

For Each Additional Child Add

$100.00

Name Brands
Single

$185.00

Two People

$340.00

Married w/ One Child

$500.00

For Each Additional Child Add

$120.00

Figure Eight: Booth Price Request Sheet Example

Price Request Form

(Insert Event Name)
AUTOMOBILES – NEW & USED
Please email this price sheet as soon as possible to:
(insert name)
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Total Monthly Payment
NEW AUTOMOBILES
Option A: (insert description)
Option B: (insert description)
Option C: (insert description)
Option D: (insert description)
Option E: (insert description)
Option F: (insert description)
Option G: (insert description)
Option H: (insert description)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

USED AUTOMOBILES
Option A: (insert description)
Option B: (insert description)
Option C: (insert description)
Option D: (insert description)
Option E: (insert description)
Option F: (insert description)
Option G: (insert description)
Option H: (insert description)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Note: Please indicate the make & model and payment.
The payment should be based on a 5-year loan for new
(insert school district/organization name)
autos and
(insert email)
a 3-year loan for used autos.
Questions about (insert event name)? Please call (insert name),
(insert title & school district/organization) at (insert phone number)
or email (insert email address)
THANK YOU!

Figure Nine: Fate Card and Nurse Card Examples
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FATE CARD
You have a flat tire.
Pay $75 for tow & repair at
the Fate Station.

FATE CARD
All family members need hair cuts. Pay $15 per
family member
at the Retail Cashier Station.

FATE CARD
You’re hosting a birthday party.
Pay $125 at the Groceries Station
for food & refreshments.

FATE CARD

FATE CARD
You had a rummage sale
and made $125. Visit the
Financial Station and
deposit your money!

FATE CARD
You won $25 on lottery
scratch-off tickets. Visit
the Financial Station
and deposit your money!

FATE CARD
You bought an energy-efficient
appliance. Visit the Financial Station and deposit
your
$100 rebate check!

FATE CARD

Your car needs a tune-up.
Pay $125 at the Automotive Station.

You sold an antique on E-bay and
made $75. Visit the Financial Station and deposit
your money!

Nurse Card

Nurse Card

You need to see a
dentist. Pay $25 if
you have dental
insurance. If not,
pay $200 at the
government
services booth.
Figure Ten: Name Tag Example

You need to see an eye
doctor. Pay $25 if you
have vision insurance. If
not, pay $200 at the
government services
booth.
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«STUDENTFIRSTNA
ME»

«NEXT RECORD»

«MaritalStatus»

«STUDENTFIRSTNA
ME»

«Dependents», age(s) «Ages»

«MaritalStatus»

«Occupation»

«Dependents», age(s) «Ages»
«Occupation»

«NEXT RECORD»

«NEXT RECORD»

«STUDENTFIRSTNA
ME»

«STUDENTFIRSTNA
ME»

«MaritalStatus»

«MaritalStatus»

«Dependents», age(s) «Ages»

«Dependents», age(s) «Ages»

«Occupation»

«Occupation»

«NEXT RECORD»

«NEXT RECORD»

«STUDENTFIRSTNA
ME»

«STUDENTFIRSTNA
ME»

«MaritalStatus»

«MaritalStatus»

«Dependents», age(s) «Ages»

«Dependents», age(s) «Ages»

«Occupation»

«Occupation»

Figure Eleven: Voting Booth Example Ballot
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2021 Reality Store Voting Ballot
DGF student parking is difficult. Other schools have assigned parking spots, some sell parking
passes, and some label parking spots to sell for a profit.
Should DGF implement a lottery parking system where each parking spot in the lot is assigned
each quarter based on a drawing (lottery)?
YES

NO

2021 Reality Store Voting Ballot
DGF student parking is difficult. Other schools have assigned parking spots, some sell parking
passes, and some label parking spots to sell for a profit.
Should DGF implement a lottery parking system where each parking spot in the lot is assigned
each quarter based on a drawing (lottery)?
YES
NO

Figure Twelve: Post Reality Store Assessment
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STUDENT EVALUATION FORM
1. Please rate your experience at today’s event on a scale of 1-10.
1
frustrating

5
O.K.

Rating
10
awesome

2. What suggestions do you have to make next year’s event better?

3. What was the most challenging part of today?

4. What was the most rewarding part of today?

5. Where do you think your skills are at with the following:
[ ] Writing checks

[ ] Balancing

[ ] Budgeting
a checkbook

[ ] Understanding
insurance

___ Ready to go on my own
___ Ready to go on my own
___ Ready to go on
my own
___ Ready to go on my own
___ With a little help, I’ll be ready
___ With a little help, I’ll be ready
___ With a
little help, I’ll be ready
___ With a little help, I’ll be ready
___ Definitely need more help
___ Definitely need more help ___ Definitely need
more help
___ Definitely need more help
6. How could you have been better prepared for today’s experience?

7. What additional education (classes, units/topics) do you think would be beneficial to prepare you for
managing your own finances?

8. Any other comments?

Figure Thirteen: Reality Store Facility Layout Example
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Appendix B
Lesson Plans for Curriculum
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Figure Fourteen : Lesson Plans for Classroom Applications
Lesson Plan #1:
Career Search and Occupation Selection
Objective
Upon successful completion of this lesson, students report vital information related to a chosen
occupation for purposes of the interactive, hands-on financial event. The student learner will:
● Select an occupation
● Identify skills needed for the selected occupation
● Report average annual salary for the selected occupation
● Identify post-secondary education required for the selected occupation
ActivityGo to MCIS Portal: https://portal.mncis.intocareers.org/
Log In with DGF Email
-

-

Go to Reports
Under Assessments
- Select Career Cluster Inventory
- Complete Assessment
Research information about your top clusters and what careers fall under them.
- Recommended you look at the top three clusters, not just the first one.
Record the Salaries for you TOP THREE occupations
- Indicate whether it’s hourly, a month’s salary or the average annual Salary
Research the SAME top three careers and what education or training is required for
employment.
- Ex. 4 years of undergraduate + 4 years of Medical School = 8 Years

Complete Pre- Assessment Google Form when you complete Activity!!!
Under Materials in the Google Classroom
Lesson Plan #2:
Check Writing and Reconciliation
Objective
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Upon successful completion of this lesson, students will be able to correctly write a check. The
student learner will:
● Identify parts of a check
● Explain how checks are used in the payment process
● Record withdrawals in a check registry
● Fill out a check completely
Activities
Listed below are possible activities for instructing students in appropriate check writing.
● Listen to a guest speaker from a financial institution who will instruct students on proper
check writing techniques
● Identify the parts of a check
● Discuss check endorsements
● Complete check register activity (see Activity #1)
● Complete checkbook reconciliation activity (see Activity #2 and “Bank Statement”
spreadsheet)

Check Register Activity

Instructions
Record the following transactions in your check register and keep a running balance of available
funds.

Transactions
Record the following items in your check register:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Beginning balance of $214.65
Check #1415 to Kohl’s Department Store for clothes, $52.79
Check #1416 to Kwik Trip for gasoline, $22.25
ATM withdrawal, $25.00
Deposit check, $78.93
Check #1417 to Wal-Mart for personal products, $31.67
Check #1418 to Sam Goody for CD, $17.54
Check #1419 to your high school for fund raiser, $32.45
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Deposit check, $165.78
ATM withdrawal, $35.00
Check #1420 to Pizza Hut for dinner, $18.75
Check #1421 to parents for insurance, $25.00
Check #1422 to your school for field trip, $25.00
ATM withdrawal, $40.00
Check #1423 to Kwik Trip for gasoline, $23.50
Check #1424 to Sammi’s Salon for haircut, $15.00
Check #1425 to Grocery Mart for snacks, $24.60
ATM withdrawal, $25
Deposit check, $43.15
Check #1426 to Wal-Mart for miscellaneous items, $21.98

Instructor’s Notes:
Check Register Activity
Distribute the check register spreadsheet to students. Students should record the following
transactions in the check register and keep a running balance of available funds. Here are a few
hints and suggestions in introducing your students to checking accounts and check registers.
1.

Ask an employee from your local credit union or bank to present a lesson to introduce
checking accounts and checkbook use. Many financials will have speakers willing to
provide this instruction. Many financials also have materials to give to classrooms to
assist you in this instruction.

2.

Discuss the different kinds of checks (i.e., single and duplicate) and the various ways of
recording transactions in a check register (i.e., using every line for a separate transaction
and alternating every other line). Have students discuss the pros and cons of each of these
and encourage students to choose which ones they prefer.

3.

Have students discuss why it is important to record all transactions. What do they know
about possible consequences if they are not aware of their checking account balances?
Ask them what they might do if they were to realize they had insufficient funds to cover
checks they wrote. Discuss what it means to “bounce” a check, the fees that are likely to
be assessed, and how this can affect an individual’s financial history. Discuss automatic
overdraft protection and how it works.

4.

See table below for how your students’ check registers should look when they have
entered all transactions correctly.
Check
#
1415
1416

Description
Beginning balance
Kohl’s – clothing
KwikTrip – gas

Withdrawals

52.79
22.25

Deposits

Balance
214.65
161.86
139.61
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1417
1418
1419

1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425

1426

ATM withdrawal
Deposit – check
WalMart – personal products
Sam Goody – CD
High School – fundraiser
Deposit – check
ATM withdrawal
Pizza Hut – dinner
Parent(s) – insurance
High School – field trip
ATM withdrawal
KwikTrip – gas
Sammi’s Salon – haircut
Grocery Mart – snacks
ATM withdrawal
Deposit – check
WalMart – misc. items

25.00
78.93
31.67
17.54
32.45
165.78
35.00
18.75
25.00
25.00
40.00
23.50
15.00
24.60
25.00
43.15
21.98

114.61
193.54
161.87
144.33
111.88
277.66
242.66
223.91
198.91
173.91
133.91
110.41
95.41
70.81
45.81
88.96
66.98

Checkbook Reconciliation Activity

Instructions
Your bank statement has just arrived. Using the information below and the check register from
your previous assignment, balance the checkbook.

Deposits recorded by your financial institution:
$78.93
$165.78

Withdrawals recorded by your financial institution:
1415
1416

Method
Amount
52.79
22.25
ATM 25.00

31.67
1418

17.45
ATM 35.00

1420 18.75

1423

ATM
ATM
23.50
Fee
ATM

40.00
30.00
17.00
25.00
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Ending balance on your bank statement:
$120.95
Instructor’s Notes:
Checkbook Reconciliation Activity
There are many different ways to balance checkbooks. Here are a few hints and suggestions in
assisting your students to balance their checkbooks.
1. Ask an employee from your local credit union or bank to present a lesson on checkbook
balancing. Many financials will have speakers willing to provide this instruction. Many
financials also have materials to give to classrooms to assist you in this instruction.
2. Have students mark canceled transactions in their checkbook register. Using checkmarks
or highlights, it is a good learning experience to record items that have cleared the
financial according to the bank statement.
3. In this exercise, the following items will affect your students’ ability to balance their
checkbooks:
●
●
●
●

Check number 1418 has cleared for $17.45. The students recorded a transaction
of $17.54. Discuss transposition errors.
The bank statement indicates an additional ATM withdrawal of $30 that was not
recorded in the check register assignment. Discuss with the students the
importance of recording all transactions in the check register.
The bank statement does not indicate the student’s last deposit of $43.15 and
several checks (1419, 1421, 1422, 1424, 1425, and 1426) have not cleared yet.
The bank statement indicates a service charge for a non-sufficient funds (NSF)
check. Discuss the importance of maintaining a positive balance in the
checkbook.
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Bank Statement
Account # 0987654321

Checking Account

Statement Date - (Insert mm/dd/yyyy)
BEGINNING BALANCE

214.65

WITHDRAWALS
Effective Date

Check #

(mm/dd/yyyy)

1415

Check # 1415

52.79

(mm/dd/yyyy)

1416

Check # 1416

22.25

(mm/dd/yyyy)

1417

Check # 1417

31.67

(mm/dd/yyyy)

1418

Check # 1418

17.45

(mm/dd/yyyy)

1420

Check # 1420

18.75

(mm/dd/yyyy)

1423

Check # 1423

23.50

Total Check Withdrawals

166.41

(mm/dd/yyyy)

ATM Withdrawal

25.00

(mm/dd/yyyy)

ATM Withdrawal

35.00

(mm/dd/yyyy)

ATM Withdrawal

40.00

(mm/dd/yyyy)

ATM Withdrawal

30.00

(mm/dd/yyyy)

ATM Withdrawal

25.00

Total ATM Withdrawals

155.00

Service Charge (NSF Fee)

17.00

Total Fee Withdrawals

17.00

Total Withdrawals

338.41

(mm/dd/yyyy)

Deposit

78.93

(mm/dd/yyyy)

Deposit

165.78

Total Deposits

244.71

(mm/dd/yyyy)

Description

Amount

DEPOSITS

ENDING BALANCE

120.95
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Lesson Plan #3:
Understanding Credit
Objective
Upon completion of this lesson plan, students will have gained an understanding of the importance
of wise credit decisions. The student learner will:
● Compare sources of consumer credit
● Identify costs of consumer credit
● Explain factors that affect creditworthiness
● Describe the rights and responsibilities of users of consumer credit
● Compare the benefits and costs of spending decisions
● Compare the advantages and disadvantages of different payment methods
Activities
Listed below are possible activities for instruction in understanding credit.
● Brainstorm all the ways that consumers can pay for goods and services
● Obtain a credit application from a department store and discuss the contents of the contract
● Complete the consumer credit activity (see Activity #1)
● Listen to a guest speaker on credit (contact local financial institutions)
● Discuss credit services available to students (Cash Advance, Check ‘N Go, Internet lending,
etc.)
● Discuss importance of establishing good credit
● Discuss ramifications of obtaining a poor credit rating (ask financial institution speaker)
● Listen to a guest speaker on bankruptcy
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Consumer Credit
Instructions
Your teacher will divide the class into three groups. Each group member should have a copy of
the “Credit Card Transactions” worksheet. Calculate the monthly payments, interest, and
forwarded balances according to the information provided below.
Group One should pay only the minimum payment indicated at the end of each month. Group Two
should pay 50% of each monthly balance. Group Three should pay off the total balance for each
month.
You pay an annual service fee of $50 for the card. This payment is made in January and does not
count toward the minimum payment. This amount is not already included in the January total
amount.
The interest fee that is charged on your card is 16% of any balance.
A late fee of $25 is charged for any payment not received by the 15th of the month. Your teacher
will inform you if you must pay late fees.
When you finish the calculations in your groups, answer the questions below.

Questions
1.

What was the total value of the goods you purchased during the year?
____________
__

2.

What was the amount you paid for the service fee on your credit card?
____________
__

3.

What was the total amount you paid in interest?
____________
__

4.

What is your current credit card balance at the end of December?
(This is the amount you will carry over into the next year.)
____________
__

5.

Including your credit card service fee and the interest paid for the year,
what is the total amount that you paid to the credit card company?
____________
__
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6.

How much would you have paid for these goods if you had used cash?

7.

Why might you have used a credit card rather than cash for these purchases?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Instructor’s Notes
Consumer Credit
This exercise is designed for students to learn the costs of using credit.
Divide the class into three groups. Have each group record the credit transactions listed below.
Group One should pay only the minimum payment of indicated at the end of each month. Group
Two should pay 50% of each balance for that month. Group Three should pay off the total
purchases for the month. Decide if any groups will be assessed a late fee charge.
After the students have completed their transactions, discuss the actual costs that each group paid
for their purchases (value of goods, interest, late charges, and service fees). Discuss the reasons
for using credit instead of cash and the pros and cons for each.
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Credit Card Transactions
Cardholder's Name
___________________________
Card Number: 9876 5432 1098 7654
Account Number: 01234-567-890123
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Amount Due

Payment

Interest

175.00
90.00
125.00
75.00
150.00
85.00
140.00
160.00
205.00
80.00
115.00
280.00

Card Fee
Late Charge
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

Balance
Forward
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Credit Card Transactions
Instructor Worksheet
Group One - Minimum Payments
Month
Amount

Payment

Interest

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

175.00
90.00
125.00
75.00
150.00
85.00
140.00
160.00
205.00
80.00
115.00
280.00

25.00
25.00
50.00
50.00
75.00
75.00
100.00
100.00
125.00
125.00
150.00
160.00

28.00
37.60
59.62
73.15
100.86
118.60
147.97
181.25
227.05
256.18
295.56
363.65

Totals

1,680.00

1,060.00

1889.49

Group Two - 50% Payments
Month
Amount

Payment

Interest

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

175.00
90.00
125.00
75.00
150.00
85.00
140.00
160.00
205.00
80.00
115.00
280.00

87.50
102.75
130.32
123.51
156.52
145.80
166.23
189.71
227.71
190.29
183.09
260.84

28.00
32.88
41.70
39.52
50.08
46.66
53.19
60.71
72.87
60.89
58.59
83.47

Totals

1680.00

1964.25

628.56

Balance
Forward
145.00
247.60
382.22
480.37
656.23
784.83
972.80
1,214.05
1,521.09
1,732.27
1,992.83
2,476.49

Balance
Forward
115.50
135.63
172.02
163.03
206.60
192.46
219.42
250.42
300.58
251.18
241.68
344.31
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Group Three - Full Payments
Month
Amount

Payment

Interest

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

175.00
90.00
125.00
75.00
150.00
85.00
140.00
160.00
205.00
80.00
115.00
280.00

175.00
90.00
125.00
75.00
150.00
85.00
140.00
160.00
205.00
80.00
115.00
280.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Totals

1680.00

1680.00

0.00

Balance
Forward
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Lesson Plan #4:
Understanding Employment Benefits

Objective
Upon successful completion of this lesson, students will understand how benefits relate to
employment packages and budgeting. The student learner will:
● Explain the role of insurance
● Identify potential employment benefits
● Describe how benefits play a part of an employment package

Activities
Listed below are possible classroom activities for providing instruction concerning employment
benefits. Students need to understand how benefit packages relate to the overall job offer.
Students also need to understand how benefit packages play a part in financial budgeting.
● Brainstorm potential benefits that could be offered by an employer
● Listen to a guest speaker from a human resources department who can explain different types
of benefits offered to employees
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● Create and administer a questionnaire asking a variety of employees what types of benefits
are offered in the local employment community
● Listen to a guest speaker talk about insurance
● Discuss what insurance is and how it works. Discuss types of insurance (life-whole and term,
dental, medical, vision, renter’s, homeowner’s, and automobile). Discuss how insurance
plays a role in employment benefits. Discuss how insurance fits into financial budgeting.
Discuss what happens if a person is uninsured.
Lesson Plan #5:
Financial Budgeting
Objective
Upon successful completion of this lesson, students will create a monthly budget. The student
learner will:
● Identify household expenses
● Prepare a budget

Activities
Listed below are possible classroom activities for instruction in financial budgeting.
▪

Brainstorm monthly household expenses

▪

Investigate cost of monthly expenses in geographic area

▪

Build a monthly budget with a given salary

▪

Compare budgeted expenses with desired lifestyle

▪

Listen to a guest speaker on financial planning and budgeting

▪

Prepare a projected budget for use during the interactive, hands-on financial event
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Appendix C
CAESARs Materials
Figure Fifteen: CAESARs Pre Screening Assessment
Student Last Name: _______________________
Student First Name: ____________________________________
Have you thought about what you want to do after high school?
YES

NO

A LITTLE

Has (Insert School) met your needs in terms of career exploration?
YES

NO

MAYBE

Would you be interested in more Career/College Exploration opportunities?
YES

NO

MAYBE

Are you interested in job shadowing and learning about different careers?
YES

NO

MAYBE

What are your plans after high school?
FOUR YEAR

TWO YEAR

TRADE

MILITARY

WORKFORCE

List Top 3 Occupations you would like to Job Shadow:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Please Complete MCIS Career Clusters Inventory- https://portal.mncis.intocareers.org/ (List Top
Three Results in order 1 to 3):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Please Complete MCIS Interest Profiler- https://portal.mncis.intocareers.org/ (List Top Three
Results in order 1 to 3):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Did your results surprise you? (Circle One)
YES

NO

KIND OF

After your assessments - List Top 3 Occupations you would like to Job Shadow (re-answer even
if they didn't change):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What can (Insert School) do to help you feel prepared for after high school/ college?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Any Questions? _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

*You can duplicate the response sheet from the Google Form and use it to see the data in one
location*
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Figure Sixteen: Volunteer Outreach Form and Information Letter
DGF Reality Store
Volunteer Response Information
Business Name: __________________________________________________
[ ] Yes, we will participate in (insert event name) to be held on
(insert date & location)
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________
Please tell us about the people who will be volunteering:
Name: ______________________________________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________________________
Fax Number: _______________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________________________
Fax Number: _______________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________________

[ ] We’re sorry, but we are unable to participate this year.
Please email back to SCHOOL COUNSELOR (email)
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
If you have any questions, please contact SCHOOL COUNSELOR (EMAIL)
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«First_Name» «Last_Name»
«Business»
«Mailing_Address»
«CityStateZip»
Dear «First_Name»:
Thank you for volunteering to be a part of (insert Event Name) to be held at (location) on (day,
date). The (school district name) and (partner name) have partnered to plan this event for the students. As
a volunteer, you will play a key part in assisting our students with paying their monthly bills, learning about
investments, insurance, and all of the other expenses that come up in daily life.
To prepare for (insert Event Name), please note the following reminders:
● PARKING – (give specifics on where volunteers should park – areas to avoid, etc.)
● ARRIVAL TIME – (give specifics on when they should arrive to set-up their stations – if they will
need to register, note that also)
● STATION – Your station will have (describe station – table, chairs, etc. and let them know if they
will have space to hang advertising/banners, etc). You will be working at the «Role» Station.
● REFRESHMENTS – (Give specifics on refreshments – coffee, donuts, lunch, etc.)
Please plan to have your station set up by (time). A brief orientation for volunteers will be held at (time)
in (location). We will be reviewing procedures for the event as well as answering any last-minute questions
you might have. Enclosed are a copy of the record students will be using as they make their way through
the event and a copy of the station descriptions for your review.
When students visit your station, they will be making their decisions based on a “price sheet” that will be
posted at your station. Here’s your homework! Please complete and return the enclosed Price Request
Form by (date). The prices you give us will be transferred to the price sheet for your station. If there is
not a Price Request Form enclosed, one has already been made for your station or one is not required for
your station.
If for some reason you cannot make it the day of the event, please arrange for someone to take your place.
(Insert Event Name) depends on the volunteers and their knowledge to make it run smoothly. Thank you
for volunteering your time to assist in this learning opportunity for our students.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (phone number).
Sincerely,
(name of school representative)
(title)

Enclosures: Map to the Facility
Price Request Form (if applicable)
Student Record
Station Descriptions

(name of partner representative)
(title)

THANK YOU!
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Figure Seventeen: Job Shadowing Programs Outreach Form
DGF JOB SHADOWING
Volunteer Response Information
Business Name: __________________________________________________
[ ] Yes, we will allow students the JOB SHADOW on (insert date & location)
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________
Please tell us about the people to contact:
Name: ______________________________________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________________________
Fax Number: _______________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________________________
Fax Number: _______________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________________
[ ] We’re sorry, but we are unable to participate this year.
Please email back to SCHOOL COUNSELOR (email)
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
If you have any questions, please contact SCHOOL COUNSELOR (EMAIL)
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Figure Eighteen: Application Project Rubric

Points
Content

10 Excellent
Response to
curriculum is
thorough and
well written,
includes
information on
each event and
the presented
occupation

7 – Acceptable
Response
thoughtful and
fairly well
written; includes
most of the
events and
describes
occupation

3- Minimal
Response
adequately
addresses some
aspects of the
curriculum;
mentions
occupation and
events, with little
to no incorrect
information

0-Unacceptable
Response consists of
irrelevant
information, doesn’t
mention the events or
occupation with
supportive
information

Idea
Development

Excellent use of
examples and
details to explore
and explain ideas
and opinions.

Good reliance
upon examples
and details to
illustrate and
explain ideas and
opinions.

Incomplete
development of
points; details
and examples not
always evident.

Ideas not clearly
stated or developed.

Organization

Very logically
organized;
contains
introduction;
graphics (or
photos), and
conclusion.

Contains
introduction,
some graphics,
and conclusion.

Topics and
ideas
discussed
somewhat
randomly;
entry may lack
graphics

Presentation is
unstructured.

Mechanics

No errors in
spelling and
punctuation.

Few or no
spelling errors;
some minor
punctuation
mistakes.

Several spelling
and punctuation
errors.

Many instances of
incorrect spelling and
punctuation.

(Format of Rubric from Career Research Guide Rubric from MSUM Counseling Program)

Figure Nineteen: Post Curriculum Assessment Form
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Student’s First and Last Name: _______________________

Do you feel the curriculum met your Career Exploration Needs?

YES

NO

OTHER

What did you like about CAESARS?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What would you add to CAESARS?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What would you remove from CAESARS?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What component did you enjoy the most?

Community Day

Adulting Day

Reality Store

What component did you least enjoy?

Application Project

Other
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Community Day

Adulting Day

Reality Store

Application Project

Other

Would you recommend this curriculum to other students?

YES

NO

MAYBE

If yes, why?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
If no, why?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Any Questions? ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

*You can duplicate the response sheet from the Google Form and use it collect data more
formally*

Figure Twenty: Interview Tips
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Successful Job Interview Tips
Prior to the Interview
● Research the company.
● Learn about the specific job for which you are applying.
● Know the location of the interview – don’t be late!
● Plan to sell yourself.
● Prepare answers to questions you may be asked.
● Determine which questions you will ask the interviewer.
● Bring information with you: application, three copies of resume, references and
questions that you plan on asking.
● Know your resume and your experience!
Arrive Early
● Arrive 10 minutes early.
● Be mindful of first impressions-firm handshake, good eye contact, professional
dress, smile, and be professional to everyone you meet.
The Interview
● Be enthusiastic.
● Be concise and to the point. Focus on your strengths.
● Answer behavioral-based questions with the SAR Method: situation-action-result
● Always ask at least two questions when the interviewer asks if you have any
questions (to show your interest).
● Conclude the interview by:
o Stating your sincere interest in the position.
o Summarizing your strongest qualifications.
o Thanking the interviewer for her/his time.
o Ask for a business card (so you can send thank you card)
After the Interview
● Write a summary of what the interviewer said, including questions and comments.
This will help personalize your thank you note.
● Always send a thank you note within 24 hours.
● Be patient, the timeframe given to you may not be followed.
● You may be contacted for a second interview.
● If you receive an offer: congratulations! If you do not get the job, ask for
feedback - The standard in today’s market indicates that one out of every ten
interviews leads to an offer of employment.
Good luck! Every interview, whether you are hired or not, is an opportunity to practice your
interviewing skills and network with professionals.

Figure Twenty- One: Interview Preparation Information,
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I.

Successful Interview Preparation
Research the company
▪ Employers expect you to know about their product/service, values, etc.
▪ If the location of the interview is unknown, drive to location before interview day

II.

Be prepared to answer questions about yourself relative to the job description or
employment ad
▪ What are your skills, abilities, basic knowledge.
▪ Tell me about yourself.
▪ Why should you be hired?
▪ How would you be an asset to the company?
▪ Major strengths and weaknesses
▪ Future career goals
▪ Why are you interested in this company?
▪ Tell me about a time when … (Answer using the SAR method – situation, action
and result)
▪ What salary range do you require/expect? (Know what the market would pay for
someone with your background for that position.)

III.

Be prepared to ask at least 2 questions at the end of the interview
▪ You mentioned … (comment on something the interviewer said to show that you
were listening and then ask a question).
▪ Why is the position open?
▪ What are the main challenges that I would face in this position?
▪ How is success measured in this position?
▪ What is your management style?
▪ How would I be trained or introduced to the job?
▪ What is the potential for growth within your company? Is there additional training
offered?
▪ Would you describe a typical workday and the things I’d be doing?
▪ Is there anything unusual or demanding about the job that I should know?
▪ What aspects of this job would you like to see performed better?
▪ How would you describe the ideal candidate?
▪ Can you describe the work environment/company culture?
▪ Can you share with me your time frame for making a hiring decision?
▪ What is the next step in the hiring process?
▪ Do not ask about salary or benefits; rather, let the employer initiate this subject.

Figure Twenty- Two: Interview Rubric
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Student Mock Interview
Candidate’s Name:

________ Date: _______________

Rating Scale
1 = Needs improvement

2 = Meets expectations

1. Arrived early and prepared for interview

No (0)

3 = Excellent

Yes (1)

2. Illustrated confidence with:
Firm handshake
Good eye contact

No (0) Yes (1)
No (0) Yes (1)

3. Professionally dressed for the position

No (0)

4. Nonverbal communication
Confident and assertive, not too
aggressive or passive, no fidgeting

1

2

3

6. Enthusiasm
Tone of voice, clarity, apparent interest

1

2

3

7. Quality of answers to behavioral-based questions
Provided specific examples with SAR Method
(Situation, action and result)

1

2

3

8. Quality of answers to:
Tell me about yourself
Strengths/weaknesses
Why interested in the job

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

9. Close the interview with confidence
Expressed interest in the job
Thanked interviewer

No (0)
No (0)

Yes (1)
Yes (1)

No (0)

Yes (1)

Yes (1)

10. Candidate is eligible to be hired or second interview

Total Points Earned

______ / 25

Interviewed and Completed by: ___________________________________________
(Evaluation Form from Ann Hutchinson of Pillager High School)

Figure Twenty- Three: Academic Application Subject Suggestions (Prepare Tomorrow's Parents,
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2009).
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
a. Understand how the family can provide for the economic, physical and emotional needs of its
members.
b. Understand the resources available to them, make informed decisions about the use of those
resources, and know some ways to expand resources.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
1. Apply a combination of mathematical operations to solve problems in oral or written forms.
7. Understand the material, human and financial resources needed to accomplish tasks and
activities.
MATHEMATICS
1. Mathematical Reasoning: Apply a variety of reasoning strategies.
3. Operations: Add, subtract using decimals.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
a. Develop information with appropriate supporting material, such as facts, details, illustrative
examples or anecdotes, and exclude extraneous material.
b. Use standard English for formal presentation of information, selecting appropriate
grammatical constructions and vocabulary using a variety of sentence structures, and observing
the rules of punctuation, capitalization and spelling.

